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EMERGENCY CLOSING INFORMATION
Governors State University
students can expect to hearing
an
closing
emergency
nouncements on nearly two
dozen radio stations.
On the AM frequency, Gover
nors State will be served by
WMAQ (670), WGN (720),
WBBM (780) and WLS (890)
radio stations in Chicago, by

WCGO (1600) in the southern
suburbs, WJOL (1340) serving
the Joliet area, WKAN (1320)
of Kankakee, and WJOB (1230)
in Hammond, Ind.
FM stations that will an
nounce GSU emergencies are
WBUS (99. 9) and WfAS
(102.3) serving the southern
suburbs, WJTW (93.5) and

3M CLUB

WLU (96. 7) from the Joliet
area, WLRT (92. 7) in Kankakee
and WNUA (95. 5), WLS
(94.7), WBBM (96. 0) and
WUSN (99.0) in Chicago.
Governors State University
a l so has a 24-hour information
line that will provide up-tCHJate
messages at (708) 534 4909.
_

Future Teachers

l s ��latJo n club will hold

mee ting on
22, 1993. All those
Jr"'r""''''"" in a career in
are encouraged to auc:u��
in room
will be served.

Exchange Students
Injured In Accident
By Steve Young

Both students will return to
classes this semester. Lin must
wait until she can place more
weight on her broken bone, but
since this is her last semester,
she wants to finish up. The
Health Administration major
needs to complete two classes
before she graduates.
Lin had planned to visit her
home in Taiwan over the
holiday break, but the accident
prevented her from doing so.
She said she has not told her
family about the extent of her
injuries so as not to worry them.
Hu's family in China was
notified right after the accident.
She said they sounded relieved
to hear her voice when she was
able to call.
Hu said she was grateful to all
the members of the GSU com
munity who helped and com
forted her. Lin was also
appreciative of the attention she
received from the university
community, but she thinks GSU
should have some sort of
mechanism to deal with or avoid
a situation like this.
Lin said her physical pain is
dissipating, but the mental an
guish over an uncertain future
continues to linger.

Two foreign GSU students
learned about the American
health care crisis first hand over
holiday break.
The car Jane Hu and Tsai-Mei
Lin were riding in was struck by
Firefig hters battle a blazing auto in GSU parki ng lot.
another vehicle Dec. 16 near
Crete. Hu, the car's driver, suf
fered a fractured femur and
received 16 stitches on her
forehead, among other injuries.
Hu's car was struck on the
passenger's side, so Lin
received more serious injuries.
Her femur was broken, her
collapsed, and she sus
lungs
By Barbara A. Johnson
tained multiple pelvic fractures,
Last Fall, when registration appeared to plummet at GSU by as
in addition to other injuries.
much as fifty percent, staff and faculty worked to find the reason
They received proper medical
for such a sudden drop in enrollment and to bring students back to
attention and are recuperating,
the classroom. Final figures for Fall show a drop from the previous
but now they must deal with the
year, but Fall '91 had been a record high.
bills. Neither had medical in
The panic did have some good effects, however. In late November
surance. Hu's bills come to
and early December each college held strategy meetings to fmd ways
about $25,00.0 Lin's are over
to inc rease enrollment. This five part series will highlight the special
$30,000 and climbing, due to
people and programs put in place to get GSU back on track.
the necessity of continued
The academic colleges are being covered in alphabetical order physical therapy.
College of Arts and Sciences (CAS), College of Business and Public
Both have applied for public
Administration (CBPA), College of Education (CE), College of
aid, but they are not optimistic.
Health Professions (CHP) - with a fifth story combining the Board
Hu has contacted a lawyer in
of Governors program and Conferences and Workshops.
hopes that the other driver's in
Computers are being used to surance carrier may be liable.
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
Collegeof Arts And Sciences 'train the trainers' in the Instruc
tional and Training Technology
__J
1992 was a tumultuous year
Division. A course is developed '--=----:-----:----:---:---- ------Graduate students in the
Last year, the sudden death of
lesson
computer-based
on
for the College of Arts and
fish in the GSU lake made the
Criminal Justice program are
Sciences. The college was high
plans. The program does conus
ing
a
on
and Chicago press. Aclocal
crime
camp
work
zaon the hit-list of proposed pro
sultations for outside organi
cording to Dr. D'Arcy, the
prevention study. The students
gram cuts; only the 'hard
tions.
are coordinating their study with
marble did not leach chemicals
Communications
The
sciences' and computer sciences
nt of Public
the
into the lake as many thought.
Departme
escaped the threat. Over the
Division has an electronic
. Peggy Woodard of StuA 'stress event' probably made
Safety
k
summer, both the university
'bulletin board' in the wor s.
dent Development is assisting
8
the fish more susceptible to a
Students having access to
president and the dean of the
the project.
bacteria normally found in lake
computer with modem will be
college left. Roger Oden, chair
GSU's environmental focus is
water.
able to call in for assignments,
of the Division of Humanities
The current mood among CAS
evident with the research of
and
faculty
for
es
g
messa
leave
and Social Sciences, moved into
Karen D'Arcy and Jon Mendelfaculty is upbeat. Stated Dr.
engage in on-line learning.
the position of Acting Dean A student's field researc h
Bourgeois, We offer a better
and went to work.
Special prog rams are in the son .
into the source of sludge in Deer
education here than at any other
works at CAS this year. For the
Computers are a big part of the
Creek contributed to an Illinois
state university. We have a low
first time, students can earn
changes at CAS. In the Photog
mental
on
Environ
student/teacher ration and our
Protecti
credit for participating in an Arraphy program, Jay Boersma
Agency investigation.
is active.
faculty
cheological dig near Custer
works with a 'hacker's course'
Park, IL. The course is offered
on photo-criticism. It's an inter
for the su mmer trimester.
active, realtime discussion car
The Third World Conference
ried out on a computer network.
is back on campus April 29 Students with a computer and
May 1. The theme is 'The
modem can dial in from
Resiliency of the Human Condi
wherever they are.
tion: Change and Survival in the
In the Media Communications
Intercultural Global Society."
Division, a new computer-as
Model U.N. is going strong
sisted editing system has been
for the sixth year. This year
installed. Called 'Amiga', the
GSU's team is representing
system is used to place images
Mauritania, a country in north
on disk in a compact form and
west Africa.
manipulate them for video and
Students work in CAS Lab
animation use .

CAS Aims To Attract
Students With Events

•

Decreased
Enrollment Has
Been Corrected
By Steve Young

The university's decreased en
rollment problem seems to have
been corrected.
This year's winter trimester
registration levels are com
parable to last year's. That was
not the case just before holiday
break. Enrollments were down
almost fifty percent compared to
the same time in 1991.
GSU President Paula Wolff
said a combination of factors
contributed to the problem. The
new telephone regi tration sys
tem may have been a major fac
tor. Wolff said it was possible
that some students were un
familiar with the system and did
not realize registration could be
completed early and at home.
There may have also been
some technical problems with
the system. Since the system has
no back up, students hindered
by technical problems may have
delayed registration.
Increased publicity about the
phone registration and the in
stallation of a back-up system
could avert such problems in the
future. Wolff also mentioned
the possibility of having a
couple more traditional on-cam
pus registration days.
Wolff said registration holds
may have also contributed to the
decreased enrollments. A tem
porary lift of some holds in late
December may have given
registration a boost.
general
university's
The
education requirements may
have also had an effect on
students' registration patterns.
Finally, the discontinuation of
courses
off-campus
some
naturally leads to a decrease in
students.
Wolff said if the pattern was
not reversed it would have had
major implications for the
university. If GSU's income
from tuition was reduced, some
cuts would have to be made
somewhere.
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Residents To Help Make Scholarship Decisions

by Barbara A Johnson
H OW DOES IT FEEL TO LICK THE BACK OF EL VIS'
HE AD? The Red Ribbon Foundation is seeking your help in
•••

issuing a U. S. Postage stamp to PUT THE SPOTLIGHT ON AIDS
�wareness. A Norman Rockwell PAINTING HAS BEEN MADE
AVAILABLE for the face of the stamp. The slogan "AIDS Strikes
ithout Prejudice" is the message. Write to the Foundation at
P.O.B. 2217, Waterbury, CT. 06722 to sign your name to the
petition.

r.v

VERN ON JARRETT, JOURN ALIST AND T V PER
S ONALITY will be there and so should you. GSU's Dr. Martin
•••

Luther King, Jr. Birthday Celebration will be held in the University
Theatre on Wednesday, Jan. 13 at 11:45. This year's theme is
"Where Do We Go From Here? - Implications for EDUCATION
IN A MULTICULTURAL SOCIETY." Also on the ticket is the
Rich Central Chorus and Rich East Jazz Combo. AND IT'S FREE.

S OLDIERS D ON'T W ANT TO FIGHT Thinlc about it. If
you were PAID THE SAME FOR TRAINING AS FOR COMBAT
which would you choose?. It is Congress that want MILITARY
INDUSTRIAL JOBS in their states and districts and so require the
PENTAGON TO PURCHASE WEAPONS systems they do not
need or want. The Center for Defense Information opposes EXCES
SIVE MILITARY EXPENDITURES. Instead, peace could be
assured by STRENGTHENING AMERICAN SOCIETY. The price
of one F-14 fighter plane would pay the salaries of 3,600 teachers
for a year. Write to COl at 1500 Massachusetts Avenue, NW ,
Washington D.C. for information.
•••

WHAT'S IT LIKE TO CHECK A BOOK OUT OF THE
Lm RARY FROM A WHEELCH AIR?
Pretty difficult, say
•••

participants in GSU's Disability Awareness Day. FIND OUT FOR
YOURSELF on Wednesday, Jan. 27 in the Hall of Governors.
SPECIAL PERFORMANCES will be held throughout the day.
Crafts by 'OUR OWN' SMA-ERS WILL BE ON SALE.
AVOID THE SNOWD RIFfS and take the KIDS ON A TRIP
this weekend. With a Metra Weekend Pass, you RIDE ALL
EKEND for just $5 and up to three children UNDER THE AGE
OF TWELVE CAN RIDE ALONG FOR FREE. Where to go?
Metra from the south suburbs stops at the Field Museum, Shedd
Aquarium and Adler Planetarium or go all the way to Randolph and
SEE THE LOOP. For truly tiny tots, just the TRAIN RIDE IS A
THRILL. Just ask for a Weekend Pass when you board the train on
Saturday or Sunday.
•••

�

These words could exit your mouth
SHOW on Friday, March
JONES
JENNY
THE
if you ATTEND
19. No word on what the topic might be, but the Special Events
Committee of Student Life is providing FREE TRANSPORTA
ON. Better make your plans early,though as seating is limited.
SIGN UP in Room A2201 by Feb. 1.

L OOK MA , I'M ON T.V.!

•••

iTI

E VER P ROMULG ATED A LETTER? CPT Carl Collette of
the USMC has. And in this letter he requests that the GSU
Community EXCHANGE LETTERS WITH TROOPS IN
SOMALIA. Guvvy's thinks it's a great idea. The INNOVATOR
has started the FLOOD OF MAIL with a Care package of their back
issues- AKA 'the best of the INNOVATOR. You can help keep a
Marine company; MAIL CARDS AND LETTERS to Any U.S.
Marine, c/o Co mmanding Officer, 1st Combat Engineer Battalion,
UIC 39817, FPO AP 96609-9817.
Contributions to Guvvy's Bits may be dropped off in Room 2300
lor left with the Office of Student Life in Room A2100. The deadline
for insertion is 3 weeks before the issue of publication.
•••

Stipends Anno unced
The Student Life Division at
Governors State University
awarded leadership stipends to
20 students. The awards recog
nized the students' involvement
in university activities and their
service to GSU. Honorees, their
home towns and their majors
follow. Lisa Bohanan of
communication
Chicago,
studies; Jerrie Bronaugh of
Calumet Parle, health ad
ministration; Karyn Carter of
Parle Forest, elementary educa
tion; Jeffrey Clark of Clarendon
Hills, public administration;
Philip Coduti of Calumet City,
criminal justice; Eric Crosby of
Oalc Forest, College of Arts and
Sciences. Karren Farmer of
Kankakee
social
sciences;
Beverly Hicks of Country Club
Hills, psychology;Judy Kocsis,

of Country Club Hills, criminal
justice; Joseph Lagahit of
Country Club Hills, marketing;
Tammy Jo Maher of Lansing
criminal
justice;
Varghese
Mathew of Country Club Hills,
health administration; Erin
Moran of South Holland, political studies.
Bernetta McGuire of Calumet
City, accounting; Melissa Morgan of Joliet, biology; T renace
Pyles of Calumet Park, public
administration; Julio Reid of
Harvey, business administration; E I izabeth Salley of
Country Club Hills, chemistry;
Fredrick Taylor of Tinley Park ,
business
administration/accounting; Lenae Tieljens of
Bourbonnais, biology/secondary education.

Incoming 80th House District
Rep. John A. Ostenburg, D
Park Forest, says he will use a
special committee of area resi
dents to decide on recipients of
annual scholarships he is en
titled to award to state univer
sities.
He has appointed Robert Fur
nace of Parle Forest, a former
area educator and currently an
organizer for the Illinois Educa
tion Association, to serve as
chairperson for the committee.
Six others will serve on the
selection committee with Fur
nace. 1 want to assure that
every young person who resides
within the 80th District is given
equal opportunity to receive one
of these awards," Ostenburg
said. "I have every confidence
that Bob Furnace and his com-

mittee will operate in a judicious
fashion to assure that such an
equal opportunity is afforded to

linois State University, North
ern Illinois University, North
eastern Ulinois University,
Sangamon State University, or
Western Illinois University.
Ostenburg said
first-year
scholarship recipients automat
ically are eligible for a second
year award if they maintain at
least a 2.5 grade point average
on a 4.0scale and receive no "D"
or "F" grades during their first
year.
Persons interested in submit
ting requests for consideration
for one of the scholarships
should submit letters of applica
tion to 'Scholarship Selection
P rocess" in care of Rep.John A.
Ostenburg, P.O. Box 188, Park
Forest, IL 60466 .
Applicants must be residents
of the 80th House District.

all."

Ostenburg said he has decided

to award four one-year Univer

sity of Illinois scholarships and
four one-year scholarships to
other state universities each
year.
He said such a plan is an ac
ceptable option to annually
awarding one four-year U of I
scholarship and one four-year
other state university scholar
ship.
The U of I scholarships may
be used at either the Chicago or
Urbana/Champaign campuses.
The other scholarships may be
used at Chicago State Univer
sity, Eastern Illinois University,
Governors State University, II-

Scholarships
Awarded To Ten
The Governors State Univer
sity
Foundation
awarded
scholarships to 10 outstanding
students. These students were
selected for their excellent
academic standing and the
criteria established for each
scholarship. The American
Logistics Association Endowed
Scholarship was awarded to
John Birdsell of Woodridge and
James B. Freeman of Kankakee.
The scholarship is p resen ted by
the American Logistics As
whose
members
sociation
worked to supply the armed for
ces during World War II. Both
Birdsell and Freeman are
veterans who participated in
planning and logistics. Birdsell
served with the U.S. Marine
Corps' Marine Security Guard
Battalion at the embassy in West
Africa and the U.S. Mission in
Geneva, Switzerland. He also
was given various assignments
in the United States and Japan.
Today Birdsell is working to
complete a degree through the
Board of Governors Bachelor of
Arts Degree Program while
working as assistant manager
for Pier 1 Imports in Naperville.
Freeman, an Army veteran
who served in Viet Nam where
he was attached to the 32d Medi
cal Brigade in Long Bien. He
was responsible for supplying
the military hospitals in Long
Bien and Bien Hoa. After a
promotion, Freeman was put in
charge of off-line ordering.
Today
Freeman
is
an
economic
development
specialist with the Kankakee
Development
Community
Agency. He previously worked
for several banks and financial
institutions. He is hoping to
complete the Board of Gover
nors Bachelor of Arts Degree
Prog� at Gsy.
Bo�e Schirat.o of Hazel
.
Cre�t IS the rec1p1ent of the
D��l Bern� End�wed Scholar
ship m Engbsh Literature. The
sc�olarship, esta�lished by the
�tired GSU Enghsh professor,
meant to encourage and
IS

recognize scholarly apprecia
tion and understanding of
English literature among GSU
undergraduate English majors.
Schirato transferred to GSU
from Moraine Valley Com
munity College as an English
major. Her love of the language
and involvement in classroom
discussions was recognized by
English department faculty
members.
The David Bernstein En
dowed Scholarship in English
was given to Kathleen Cunnin
gham of Richton Park. The
mother of three small children,
Cunningham returned to GSU
after being out of school for 15
years. The English department
faculty say her enthusiasm for
the language, her presentations
and her interest all match the
love of English exhibited by the
late David Bernstein, a Yale Na
tional Scholar who died in 1972.
Recipients of the Donald and
Margaret Dolan Award are
Thomas Godfrey of Homewood
and Edward
Lencioni of
Calumet City. The scholarship
is given to business majors who
show persistence and dedication
in the pursuit of a degree.
Godfrey has been a part-time
GSU student while working as
the operations manager for the
Chicago Furniture Manufactur
ing Co., Inc. He will receive a
degree in production manage
ment and plans to start in the
manufacturing industry 'be
cause I believe that the future of
America is in production jobs,
not service jobs," he told the
selection committee. Lencioni
also is majoring in production
management . He transferred
from South Suburban College.
He is working full time and at
tending GSU part time. The Dr.
Basil Sklan Endowed Scholar
ship in Mental Health was
awarded to Cheryl Carstens of
Monee and Pamela J. Smith of
Lansing. The scholarship is
given in memory of Dr. Sklan
who was a staff psychiatrist to
the medical director of the
Ludeman Center in Park Forest,

and a psychiatrist for the Illinois
Department of Mental Health.
Carstens is an undergraduate
psychology major who plans to
work with autistic children. She
has been recognized for her
abilities with and devotion to
these children in need . Smith,
currently a teacher, returned to
GSU for a master's degree in
school counseling. She says she
recognizes a need for counsel
ing throughout a students school
years and beyond. Linda
Haynes of Flossmoor is the Dr.
Keith Smith Memorial Scholar
ship winner. The scholarship is
given in memory of the late Dr.
Smith, founding administrative
vice president at GSU, to a stu
dent who is planning a career in
higher education. An art teacher
in District 162 in Matteson,
Haynes is a master's candidate
in the GSU art program. She
hopes to teach on the college
level.
Gloria Yates of University
Park received the Ralph R.
Turner Endowed Scholarship in
Political Science awarded to an
African-American political or
social science or Black studies
major who is at least 30 years
old. The scholarship is given in
memory of Ralph Turner who,
at age 57, returned to GSU to
earn bachelor's and master's de
gree.
Yates
is
completing
a
bachelor's degree in criminal
justice. The mother of three has
persevered in her dream of earn
ing a college degree despite
several setbacks.
Recipient of the Percy and
Elizabeth Wagner Endowed
Real Estate Scholarship is Mary
Kathryn Nevins of Oalc Lawn.
The award is given to a student
who shows an interest in real
estate as an academic discipline.
Nevins took several real estate
courses at Moraine Valley
Community College and is pur
suing a bachelor's degree in
finance at GSU. She also has an
interest in property rehabilita
tion.
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Body Politic

Your

By Eric Crosby

disaster. This disaster being Vietnam. At first,
America was there only to help the French in their

may receive food. And although it is a little too
soon to tell, America may be getting into some
thing that closely resembles Vietnam.
Like in Vietnam, there are two sides fighting for
control. Rival gangs are fighting for control of the
cities and gove rnment. This leaves those people

struggles. Eventually, America took their place
and began the fight against communism. The idea
was to bring a democratic gove rnment to the
people of Vietnam. However, this did not work.
America lost and is still paying for it both emo
tionally and fmancially today.
With this in mind, America has jumped into two
"democratic" missions: the defense of Kuwait and
feeding the poor in Somalia. It has been a little
over two years since the U.S. sent troops to the
Persian Gulf to evict Iraq from Kuwait. It began
as Operation Desert Storm and, with a victory

who need food out in the cold for the gangs will
not distribute it. And that is why the U.S. is there:
to make sure the relief supplies are distributed.
Until recently, everything was going according to
plan. However, with the American soldiers com
ing under attack, things have changed. Phase four
of Operation Restore Hope is in question.
In Phase four, the U.S. is supposed to band
Operation Restore Hope over to a U.N. force.
However, this does not look feasible right now.
This leaves President-elect Clinton in a tight spot.
He can either declare victory and begin an

over Iraq, became a peace-keeping mission. This
mission forced U.S. armed forces to remain in the
Gulf to protect Kuwait and help them rebuild.
However, times have changed.
What was thought to have been a great victory
by the U.S. over Iraq, has now turned into a waste
of time. Ever since Operation Desert Storm ended

American withdrawal or, recognizing that the
U.N. may not have the clout to continue, he can
keep a substantial number of U.S. troops in
Somalia indefinitely.
If Clinton declares victory and sends troops

America, from the late 1950s until the early
1970s, was involved in a great foreign policy

Health
Leonard Robinson, M.D.

Q: Why is it that I cannot lose weight? I have been on about ten
different diets.
A: Obesity is a serious health problem. About 30 million
Americans are obese. Many of these people have health problems
related to their obesity, such as diabetes, high blood pressure and
high cholesterol.
Many people like yourself seek medical attention for failure to
lose weight despite a history of low caloric intake. A recent study
published in the New England Journal of Medicine showed that a
subgroup a obese patients failed to lose weight because they thought
they had eaten less and exercised more than was actually the case .
The authors pointed out that this misreporting was not a conscious
deception on the part of the patients. In fact, non-obese persons also
underestimate their caloric intake.
The results of this study should not be misconstrued to mean that
people are obese as a result of their own behaviors. The problem is
much more complex than that. Under-reporting of calories and
over-reporting of physical activity are not necessarily the explana
tion for obesity, but may simply contribute to failure to lose weight.
Most diet-resistant patients strongly believed that their obesity was
caused by genetic and metabolic factors and not simply by overeat
ing. They were probably right, as obesity is a multifactorial problem
in many people.
A few facts to remember about wight loss are as follows:
• You must bum more calories than you consume. Combining
diet and exercise is the most effective way to lose weight.
• Exercise does more than just bum calories. It can decrease
appetite, increase your sense of well-being, and increase your
metabolism during rest.
• Aim to lose only one-half to two pounds per week. Don't have
unrealistic goals. Weight loss is not a sprint; it is a long distance

run .
• Drink six to eight glasses of water daily; it may decrease your
appetite.
• Don't eat between meals. Limit fats, sweets and high calorie
foods.
• Eat smaller portions, and increase grains, cereals, fruits and
vegetables. Remove all fat from meat before cooking.
• Consult your physician before exercising or if more information
is needed.
If you have any health-related questions, please send them to editor
and I will answer. If you'd like a personal reply, send a confidential
letter including name and address to me at Ingalls Family Care
Center, 4647 W. Lincoln Hwy., Matteson, IL 60443.

and the U.N. ordered Saddam to follow the peace
treaty they the U.N. specified, he has continued
to ignore the treaty and violate the laws it
specified. He has laughed in the face of both the
U.S. and the U.N. and went on with his plans.
Most recently, he has had his forces venture into
Kuwait and steal various machinery. The U.S. and
U.N., after various warnings, finally acted. An
air-strike consisting of American, French, and
British planes attacked supposed key sites in Iraq.
However, the desired result was not reached. Iraq
is still defiant. They are staying steadfast to their
plans and all but challenging the U.S. and U.N.
to attack. This stand-off could lead to a minimum
of several more years of American involvement
in the Gulf area.
In regards to Somalia, the U.S. is following a
similar course. The soldiers are there to bring
peace so that the millions of people starving there

home, Somalia, under U.N. supervision, could
revert back to violence and chaos. Thereby leav
ing them right where they started. Also, if U.S.
troops leave without confiscating nearly all of the
weapons, a multi-national peace keeping force
could face armed attacks.
But, if the troops stayed in Somalia, one can
begin to see Vietnam happening again. With anti
American rumblings, sniper attacks increasing,
and with U.S. troops now responding more ag
gressively, continued involvement in Somalia will
require American forces to tread the fine line
between intervention and occupation.
So, as you can see, America's future in the
foreign policy arena is in question. If we stay and
try to play "democratic peacemaker" in both areas,
we might have two instances that resemble the
Vietnam era. This we can't afford. For we
couldn't deal with only one instance before, how
can we deal with two now?

CAFETERIA MENU
WEEK of January 25- January 29, 1993
Monday:
Chicken Vegetable Soup
ENTREE: Breaded Pork Cutlet Platter
HOT SANDWICH: Chicago Style Hot Dog
Tuesday:
Beef Noodle Soup
ENTREE: Roast Turkey Breast Platter
HOT SANDWICH: B. B. Q. Pork
Wednesday:
Turkey Noodle Soup
ENTREE:Two Cheese Lasagna with Parmesan Bread
HOT SANDWICH: Italian Beef
Thursday:
Split Pea Soup
ENTREE: Chicken Fried Beef Steak with Country Gravy
HOT SANDWICH: Sloppy Joe
Friday:
New England Clam Chowder
ENTREE: Fried Perch Fillet Platter
HOT SANDWICH: Patty Melt
WEEK of February 1- February 5, 1993
Monday:

CLI F F

December Employee Of
The Month: Cliff Franklin
Cliff Franklin makes sig
nificant contributions to GSU by
his exceptional willingness to
handle everyday, as well as ex
traordinary,
conditions that
occur in his job.
Franklin, a member of the
housekeeping staff, has been
named December Employee of
the month.
Franklin is described as a self
starter who does things on his
own initiative. He not only com
pletes tasks that are part of his
job, but be also frequently goes

the extra mile in crisis situa
tions.
Several faculty and staff mem
bers were impressed by the way
be handled flooding and insect
crises.
Those who come into contact
with him are constantly warmed
by his courtesy and considera
tion. His willingness to assist
others around him has earned
him the respect of fellow
employees.
Congratulations and thanks
are in order for Cliff Franklin,
December
Month.

Employee

of

the

Chicken Barley Soup
ENTREE: Mostaccioli with meat sauce, and garlic bread
HOT SANDWICH: Mushroom Swiss Burger
Tuesday:
Beef Rice Soup
ENTREE: Salisbury Steak Platter
HOT SANDWICH: Grilled Chicken Breast Fillet
Wednesday:
Cream of Chicken Soup
ENTREE: Mexican Steak Burrito
HOT SANDWICH: Grilled Reuben
Thursday:
Turkey Vegetable Soup
ENTREE: Arroz Con Polio Platter (Spanish Chicken with Rice)
HOT SANDWICH: Meatball
Friday:
C ream of Vegetable Soup
ENTREE: Tuna Noodle Casserole
HOT SANDWICH: Fish Fillet
Menu subject to change

Enrollment
Numbers
Published
GSU students enrolled in

33,399 credit hours this

The
trimester.
fall
average credit load rose
overall from 6.3 to 6.5.
The undergraduate load
was up from 7.9 to 8.2 and
graduates increased their
credit load from 4.7 to 4.9.
Enrollment dipped to
5,133 from the all-time
high of 5,615 set in 1991.
GSU has 3,416 female
and 1,717 male students.
The vast majority of
Governors State students
continue to attend part
Full
time.
time
enrollment was 898 or
17.5 percent compared to
the
4,235
students
attending part time. They
are 82.5 percent of the
student body. Minority
student enrollment was
23.7 percent, up to its
highest level in 11 years.
The average age is 32 for
undergraduates and 36
for graduates.
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HANSEN'S CHOICE
by John Hansen

Archaeological Field School

"AFewGood Men" •••112

By Dr. Art Bourgeois

Chicago area archaeological societies in cooperation with Governors State University will offer an
archaeological field school on the Kankakee River this July and August. Following last summer's
excavations by members of the Grand Prairie and South Suburban Archaeological Societies, Governors
State University has agreed to sponsor an archaeological field school near Custer Park, lllinois, under
the direction of Robert Gergen, President of the Illinois Association For Advancement of Archaeology.
The Custer Park Site has thus far proved to be a Havana-Hopewell, Middle Woodland Period (150 B.C
- 350 A.D.) village site. The site is of particular importance as a missing Northern Illinois link in the
Hopewell Interactive Sphere, a trade network: linking prehistoric centers throughout eastern North
America.
In a sense, it is ironic that what may be the most significant Native American cultural site in northern
IUinois lies along the Kankakee River outside Custer Park. But there on a ridge of sand as yellow as
the celebrated hair of General George., Armstrong Custer, evidence 2000 years old and more reveals
an indigenous village of farming, fishing and hunting people.
The site has long been known to Larry Binns, a Commonwealth Edison lineman from Custer Park
who also is a local surface collector. Early last summer, Binns learned that the tract that includes this
substantial native site was about to be sold as river front homesites. He called the Illinois Historic
Preservation Agency to see if the site could be investigated before it became a landscaped yard.
The agency called archaeologist Robert Gergen and with permission of the property owners, Gergen
and volunteers began the site survey, then digging 22 two-meter sections, screening and cataloging
what they found.
"What we've found is evidence that the site has been a place of Indian habitation for thousands of
years although maybe not in continuous use," Gergen said. There is evidence that the site extends for
nearly 1,000 feet along this ridge and that perhaps 200 to 400 people lived in oval shaped houses and
cultivated crops, as early as 2,000 years ago.
"This site, along a major waterway, would have been relatively easy to get to from the Illinois and
Des Plaines rivers. It is really important to fill in one of the missing links in the Hopewell prehistoric
trade system. It will be interesting to see if we come up with more exotic goods, said Gergen.

Custer Park Site Excavation, July 1992
Exotic findings might include obsidian from the Yellowstone River territory of the Rocky Mountains
or mica from the southeastern states. Gergen and his volunteers have found small pieces of what may
be copper from the Lake Superior country.
Gergen steps out of his loafers and enters a hilltop pit in white-stockinged feet, treading softly to
avoid disturbing things and leaving marks that would show in photos that will be taken. He delicately
shaves thin layer of soil away with a flat-fronted shovel-cement-worlc:er variety."About 30 centimeters
down, that's where things start showing up," he says,"once you get below the plow zone."
"That is an orangeish sand we didn't see earlier," be says, examining the emerging surface. And that
looks like a nice piece of ceramic-I can't tell you what it is. We won't take that out until we go to the
next Ievel-I know the temptation is strong.
He uses a small, pointed trowel to outline several distinct circles of soil differen�loration that may
indicate postholes. The soil is mottled in about a half dozen varieties from the orange sand Gergen had
just cleared."The blond spots-probably recent rodent burrows. While greys and deeper tones indicate
charcoal. You ignorethe lightones,"Gergensays,"thosearemodem. "TbeylabelPM 273279-postmolds
�73 to 279-then record the square photographically so they can continue digging.
"Boy there are points all over the place," he continues, picking out one. "That's a point. It's been
broken, but it's a projectile point of some kind. Looks like this might have been heat-treated stone,
too-kindofpinkish."
With a small trowel he outlines what is identified as a charcoal pit, then gives instructions to Kim
Lebnus, a local school teacher and field assistant, to dig out larger pieces of charcoal and bag them for
carbon dating tests. "Everything else will be bucketed for water screening. We'll float it and then pick
out the seeds," he says. We're looking for com, nuts or other flora; establish their diet.
Already they have found several pottery types that be identifies as "Havana, Hopewell, and Weaver
ware and maybe some local variations.""The Middle Woodland people were very creative. They made
beautiful pottery," he said, prompting the question from another: "Why were other, later peoples not
as creative? They made clunky pottery." "Cultural differences," came the reply,"They may have thought
'why bother?" "Also as they became more agricultural, they may have found less time for such creative
leisure activities." (Portions of the above were previously published by Kankakee .lmuDal writer Robert
Tbemer).
This summer's field school will provide an introduction to excavation procedures and laboratory
analysis which will include excavation phases, artifact and debris analysis, site mapping, and record
keeping. Those desiring college credit may register for ANTH30S Field & Laboratory Methods in
Archaeology for 1.0 to 3.0 units. Students may register for one or more of three sessions ( I 6/28-7/9;
II 7/12-7/23 or ill 7/26-8/6) For program and further information, contact Dr. Arthur P. Bourgeois
(708) 534-4012.

One of the more powerful and emotionally charged films of the
last few years, "A Few Good Men" is bravura entertainment.
Featuring excellent acting performances throughout the film (espe
cially Tom Cruise and Jack Nicholson), this has quickly become the
movie to see during this holiday season.
Based on the award-winning play, "A Few Good Men" was
directed by Rob Reiner who, after previous hits such as "This is
Spinal Tap", "The Sure Thing", and"When Harry Met Sally..", i�
not a stranger to quality entertainment. Tbanlcs to a powerful cast,
however, Reiner surpasses himself with this excellent film.
Cruise plays Daniel Kaffee, a hot-shot Navy lawyer who is
assigned to defend two young Marines accused of killing a member
of their squad. Having never seen the inside of a courtroom before,
Kaffee has become an expert at plea bargaining so he can have more
time to practice his softball game.
Demi Moore co-stars as Joann Galloway, a serious Naval attorney
who wanted the case for herself but is, instead, assigned to finding
an attorney that has a chance of winning this case After she chooses
Kaffee, she is repeatedly appalled at his lack of concern for the two
young Marines whose lives hang in the balance.
The two accused Marines claim that they were merely following
orders when they attacked their fellow Marine by taping his mouth
and binding his anru; and legs to his bed with electric tape. When
the Marine accidently dies, the two marines are charged with
murder.
All evidence points to their commander (played with convincing
menace by Keifer Sutherland) and the post's leader, Colonel Nathan
Jessup (Nicholson). With their command located in Guantonomo
Bay, Cuba, the colonel is in the habit of enforcing discipline on his
young recruits despite any possible repercussions.
There is a big debate in the film between the Marine code of ethics
and conventional thinking. Kaffee cannot understand his defendants
reluctance to accept six months of jail time for pleading guilty. The
young Marines would rather serve life in prison than face the
possibility of a dishonorable discharge.
The point of the film is that it is essential to take personal
responsibility for your actions, even in the military. Nicolson's
character, Col. Jessup, effectively argues that the Marine way of
thinking is necessary to keep this country safe and save lives.
In spite of it's compelling story, the real strength of"A Few Good
Men" lies in the excellent acting performances. Moore and stand-up
comic Kevin Pollack add humor and substance to their roles as
assistants to Cruise. Sutherland is truly scary as the command leader
who follows any orders, despite their consequence. Kevin Bacon
also delivers a meaty performance as the opposing attorney who
wisely believes Kaffee has no chance of winning this case.
It is Nicholson, however, who steals the movie. Although limited
to four scenes, his Col. Jessup character is portrayed as a fierce war
veteran who has no patience for Kaffee in his "faggoty white
uniform". The intense climax in the courtroom with Cruise is acting
at it's highest level and should provide Nicholson with a lock on a
Best Supporting Actor nomination at this year's Academy Awards.
Cruise is also back in fine form as the young, cocky lawyer who
is living in the shadow of his legendary father, also a lawyer. This
is a similar role made famous by Cruise in"Top Gun" and is played
even looser and with more confidence in "A Few Good Men".
Those who doubt Tom Cruise's acting ability due to his boyish
good looks or matinee idol standing only need to check out his work:
in this film to realize that he is a very talented actor. It is this talent,
along with Nicholson, that makes "A Few Good Men" one of the
stand out films of this year.
.

•

•

Archaeology Worlc:sbop
Mature junior high and high school students will also be able to study pre-historic peoples who
inhabited Northeastern Illinois. Limited number of openings: Session I 6/28-7/9; Session II 7/12-7/23
and Session III 7/26-8/6. For further information contact Governor State University's Office of
Conferences and Workshops (708) 534-4099.

Cross country skis

are

available from s tudent life.
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VISION MUST INCLUDE GLOBAL ST UDENT S
A mission statement must also
be a vision statement. In that
sense the mission statement of
Governors State University
must clearly enunciate the terms
in which it views itself today and
down the road tomorrow .
If the last decade of the twen
tieth century has anything con
stant it is change. Change- that
word which fills one with
diverse emotions ranging from
fear to inadequacy but which
could only be tackled by an
ticipation and opportunity. Ruth
Nanda Anshen in the introduc
tion to her 'world perspectives'
speaks of man being the only
species to have realized the sig
nificance of evolution which
puts him in a unique position of
directing that evolution toward
his benefit on his own terms! It
is easier for universities. An
awareness about change is per
haps the greatest need as also the
realization that irrelevance is a
sin for which there is no absolu
tion.
A CHANGING WORLD
The collapse of the Soviet
Union and of an ideology which
held sway over half of mankind
for the better part of the century,
the subsequent end of the cold
war, the shrinking of the globe
by virtue of demographic shifts
and improved travel and com
munications technology, all

point to global interdependence
and the concept of a global fami
ly. The words of the great
metaphysical poet , Donne, " No
man is an island. . . " ring yet so
true. Concerns about annihila
tion and nuclear winters have
been replaced by concerns about
the environment, population,
poverty. . . Green parties abound
as viable political entities in vir
tually every country and the un
dercurrent is one of radical
humanism. In other words it has
never been so good for the earth
before.
Where does GSU stand in this
storm of change which over
whelms to overtake ? Will we
also adapt, change, evolve ? Or
stagnate, fossilize and be con
signed as atavistic milestones on
the road of history ?
This brief piece has no aspira
tions towards being a disserta
tion . It definitely lacks the
scholarliness and sometimes is
factually incorrect but what it
does not lack is sincerity of ap
peal and in that perspective I
would like to concern myself to
the larger role that GSU should
play if it is not to become redun
dant.
INTERNATIONAL
AN
OUTLOOK
My scope is international.
While service to the community
should be the immediate and

TH E ARTS
REGISTRAR
RESPONDS
(Editor's Note: This letter was
written in response to the letter
Jeffery Clark wrote to the
registrar's office concerning a
survey distributed to graduating
students. Clark's letter was pub
lished in the Dec. 1 0 Innovator. )
Dear Jeffrey:
Thank you for meeting with

Burt Collins, Clark Defter and
me on December 1 7 , 1992
regarding the Student Opinion
Survey.
Your concerns and tenacity
have not gone by unappreciated.
As I mentioned at the meeting
I plan to delete the statement in
both the graduation and follow
up letters that implies students
will not graduate unless the sur
vey is returned. Students will be
encouraged to complete the sur
vey, not required.
Again, thanks for bringing
this to my attention for prior to
your letter I had not realized that
other students, like yourself,
felt so strongly about being re
quired to complete and submit
the survey.
Sincerely,
Dora Hubbard

JUSTIFIE D
For a truly educational setting,
there must exist some academic
recognition of the human cul
tural heritage as a way of under
standing why we are the way we
are and presenting an essential
perspective on cultural achieve
ment within our own time. Art
and music treat human values
beyond mere utility, beyond
merely existing in the economic
sphere and draw upon profound
emotion or overwhelming idea.
Not merely reflective, art
shapes images of dissent,
despair and profound exalta
tion. Art shapes the lives of in
dividuals, enters into collective
phantasy making and self
image. It defines the world of
pleasure, longed for utopias as
well as produces revulsion in
representation of tragic or pain
ful subjects. Both art and music
create a sense of wholeness in
opposition to chaos, open dis
course, enliven the past, expand
personal experience and present
the excitement of achievement
in translating sensory impres
sions into an ordered whole.
Within the arts , the enduring
responses to the perplexities of
life are studied, critical aware
ness � sharpened and the
pleasure of wonder expanded.
A. P. Bourgeois

laudable commitment of any
university, they should also
strive to fit into the pattern of
global change, global inter
dependence and global exten
sion. Going beyond the apparent
jargon, what I mean to say is
that, Governors State can play
an International role if it
chooses to.
STRONG POINTS
Graduate education � the
strong point of the United States
educational system. The con
tinuing stream of students, from
all over the world, is valid tes
timony to this fact. This
resource should be capitalized
not only on grounds of merit but
about
concerns
for
also
demographic shifts and the
changing, evolving world.
OPPORTUNITIES
Large parts of the world which
still are in the process of
development need trained man
power resources. They can
readily invest in this training but
would find it difficult to invest
in capital for infrastructure.
Many of these countries can
offer in tum, to American stu
dents, opportunities for educa
tion. I sincerely feel that
Governors State should under
take to attract more students
from abroad. Areas of the Mid
dle East, the Far East and the
Commonwealth of Nations and

INJURED

the countries of Eastern Europe
are ripe with opportunity.
Learning extension centers
could also be established in
these countries which would not
only enhance the prestige of the
University but also bring in
much needed revenues.
AN EXAMPLE
Communicating with the
various ministries m these
countries would provide a feed
back about the needs of these
countries. Let us, as an ex
ample, consider the country
Oman. An oil-rich, far middle
eastern Arab nation, Oman is
ruled by a Sultan and has per
capita income of $7000/0man has a lot of hospitals and
a healthcare system which is
largely a transplant of western
systems. There is a possibility
that this system requires Health
care administrators
of Omani citizens. Again it
might just be possible that Oman
would consider sponsoring
some of its citizens for training
at GSU.
THE TRADITIONAL STU
DENT
While is a potential avenue
there will also be traditional stu
dents who try coming over here
. By traditional student I mean
those who go through the
process of enquiry, application
and admission. The students by

ST UDENT

Life is lonely; Living in a
foreign land can make it more
lonely. Worse yet is to suddenly
find yourself in a foreign hospi
tal, during the holiday season,
with your family thousands of
miles away.
Just after the GSU fall
trimester ended, my fate played
a sad joke on me. I was looking
forward to my first Christmas
and New Year in America. I

FIRE VICTIM
THANKS FRIENDS
On December 23rd my car
caught on fire in the B parking
lot here at the university. Al
though the car was old, it was
all that I had and it did run good.
Within two hours of my misfor
tune my GSU friends united and
abundantly showed their good
will at a time when most of us
are short from Christmas shop
ping. I was so overwhelmed that
mere words could never explain
my gratitude to those who
helped me, be it through
monetary substance or prayers.
On behalf of my children and
myself, we send special thanks
to you, a special group of
people.
Shelina Hurd
Business Office

T HANKS

made many exciting plans for
my first holiday season here.
My heart was full of excitement
and expectations, not knowing
something tragic was waiting
ahead of me. . .
Wednesday night, December
1 6, 1992, my friend - GSU stu
dent Tsai-mei Lin and I were
driving back from an auto
mechanic shop in Beecher. Just
as we turned left from 394 to
Exchange Road, on a left tum
signal, a big car travelling the
opposite way on 394 hit my car
on the right side at high speed .
It all happened in a split second.
Both of us lost consciousness. . .
I woke up i n the hospital. I
first thought I was dreaming: a
nightmare. But when I found
myself wrapped in bandages,
surrounded by people in white
doing surgery on me, I realized
nothing remained the same, my
whole world was instantly shat
tered.
What happened? I could hard
ly recall. ,.
The following days were filled
with tortuous moments. I was
suffering from the pains all over
my body. And yet no mother's
soothing touch, no father's en
couraging comfort, no sister's
tender care. . . these things were
only in China and in my im
agination.
Just when I felt so powerless,
I
helpless,
and
hopeless
received incredible responses

their particular requirements are
certain to stress plan projections
and budgets. Imaginative ways
need to be designed to accom
modate such 'non-plan' contin
gencies. In my opinion,in recent
times, Governors State seems to
be leaning toward an isolationist
stand in this regard. Enrollment
is not as it used to be and pre
viously available avenues of
finance are being whittled down
mercilessly under the guise of
budgetary constraints.
THE GLOBAL STUDENT
The watch word of the 21st
century higher education is
diversify. One can either diver
sify or shrink with all the resul
tant consequences .
I would hence like to make a
plea that an entry about the
'Global Student' be incor
porated into the essence of the
mission statement and that this
wording be enacted in letter and
spirit, as would be expected of
from an institution in tune with
the changing times. PEACE ON
EARTH !
VARGHESE MATHEW
BOG REPRESENTATIVE

GSU
from the GSU community.
Flowers, cards, phone calls and
visitors overwhelmed my small
hospital room. Friends from
GSU reached out their warm
hands, offering personal care
and friendship.
They let me feel again how
important friends are in my life.
Without them I don't know how
I would be able to make it. In
bad times, it is a great comfort
to know that you can count on
friends when you need them.
Now I'm trying to get on my
feet again. I'll never forget the
warmth, support and en
couragement that I got from my
big family at GSU. I want to
extend my personal thanks to all
the people who cared for me and
sent their best wishes during my
most painful days.
Thank you, Wendy, Steve,
Tommy, Karyn, Jason and all
the friends at Students' Life.
Thank you for the flowers,
cards and donation. You always
make me feel a part of your
team. I love you all.
Thank you, David (you are
special!), Sharon, Jack, Tonny,
Cheryl and every wonderful
friend at ICC (Communications
Services). You are my dear and
adorable friends. I'm proud to
know you all and look forward
to working with you soon .
Thank you, Bill Dodd and
friends at GSU foundation. You
don't know how important your
( Co n t iune d ,
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Queen's Knight Out
By J. B. Godfrey

As I was sitting down to write
this column I discovered I was
at a loss for words. The big
question in my mind was " What
should I write about this issue? "
Then it dawned on me, instead
of writing problems I can give
some instructive rules on how to
improve your chess. The rules
listed below will not only help
the reader improve their chess,
but also serve as guide-lines on
how to open a chess game.
1. When opening with king or
queen pawn it should be moved
two spaces . Remember you are
fighting for the control of the
center. The more space you
have the more mobility for your
pieces.
2. Develop knights before
bishops.
3. Do not move your queen so
early in the opening. It will only
serve as a target, and help your
opponent develop rapidly.
4. Refrain from moving the
same piece twice in the opening.

5. Make sure your pieces are
"active".
6. In general avoid exchang
ing two pieces for a rook.
7. Always have a plan.

or The D mnbi ng

Of America by Paul Fussell

For a long time, my friends and I have discussed the phenomena
of Cheese in America. I'm not talking about the dairy product, but
instead the cultural trend.
We never established a strict defmition, but there seem to be some
rules that Cheese invariably follows. For instance, the geographical
band rule, which states that any rock group named after a geographi
cal location is Cheesy, but the bigger the locale, the higher the
Cheese factor.
Boston is pretty Cheesy, but not as Cheesy as Chicago. Neither
approaches the appalling Cheese level of Kansas. And if all three
were melted in a big fondue pot they still couldn't add up to the
pasteurized, processed , reconstituted ten pound block of imitation
Cheese product that is Asia.
Fortunately, Paul Fussell published a book last year that not only
defmes Cheese, but identifies its many manifestations throughout
our culture. He calls the phenomena BAD and BAD, or The
Dumbing Of America has recently been published in paperback
form.
Fussell does not want BAD to be confused with bad. He explains:
" . . . bad is something like dog-do on the sidewalk, or a failing grade,
or a case of scarlet fever - something no one ever said was good.
BAD is different. It is something phony, clumsy, witless, un
talented, vacant , or boring that many Americans can be persuaded
is genuine, graceful, bright or, fascinating...for a thing to be really
BAD, it must exhibit elements of the pretentious, the overwrought,
or the fraudulent."
Fussell goes on to give endless examples of BAD from many
different facets of American life, and to explain how the various
incarnations of BAD sustain and legitimize each other. Concrete
examples like BAD newspapers (USA Today) and BAD magazines
(Connoisseur) are identified along with more abstract trends, like
BAD language and BAD ideas.
The prose is often scathingly funny, but the book as a whole left
me with a feeling of hopelessness. Fussell's several examples give
the impression that there is no ground left to battle on. Anythini!
that was not BAD is being trampled by BADness.
Even more frightening, the book concludes that persistent
BADness leads to a less intelligent population , relieved of the ability
to combat BAD. BAD not only obscures taste, but truth.
Fussell calls on those who can still recognize BAD to unmask it
for what it is, without fear of public reaction. He suggests the means
he uses, ridicule and laughter. "If you don't, " Fussell concludes,
"You'll have to cry."
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I N NOVAT O R O ffice Moved
Near Pool Hall
by Barbara A. Johnson

It took the efforts of six
GSU departments and com
pleted in one day. The IN
NOVATOR office was one of
the first moved in preparation
for the addition of a second floor
in A and B buildings. The move
required the efforts of Plant and
Operations to move the furni
ture, a Carpenter to dismantle
furniture (and to fix a desk that
had been broken for years),
Vince Donohue and staff to
switch the phone and FAX lines,
ACS to hook up the computer,
a locksmith to change the lock
on the door as well as Student
Life personnel to move the con
tents of a cabinet. Louis
Schultz, associate editor, spent
all day Monday, Dec. 14 pack
ing and unpacking the contents
of desks and file cabinets. Tues
day the office was back to nor
mal. The new office is located
through the T.V./ Pool hall on
the second floor and to the left
of the Production Shop. The
telephone number, 534-4517,
remains the same Construction
of the new floor and rooms in A
and B buildings was slated for
January of 93, but the schedule
was pushed back to "sometime
in the spring, anywhere from
April to July" according to Rita
Nagy, Assistant Progam Direc
tor in Student Life. In August,
the new GSU president, Paula
Wolff remarked "the plans are
only 70% complete." The con.

struction is expected to take a
year to complete. The new floor
will add additional class roms
o
to the GSU campus as well as
improving the facilities of Stu
dent Life. A cafe kitchen for use
by students clubs and organiza
tions and ACE personnel for
catering is part of the plan. An
'entertainment shell' with 150
seats for special events will be
nearby. The improvements will
also include a complete over
hauling of the heating and cool
ing system in this part of the
building. As the building was
designed without wall parti
tions, circulation is uneven in
these buildings, making some
offices unbearably hot, while
others are cold. In the interim,
the Office of Student Life will
be in cramped quarters on the
curent second floor of A build
ing. During construction, the
Fitness Center and Pool will
remain open , but access to the
building will be from the outside
door on the southern side of the
building, facing the parking lot.
B building will be unpassable
once construction gets under
way. Student Life plans to make
trips to the other side of the
campus to remind students that
Student Life is active and ready
to help even while construstion
continues. The new information
monitor (SIBS) should help
keep students aware of special
events and programs.
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Disability

Lecture

Cou nseling

Awareness

Explores

Avail able For

Day To B e

Poem

Students

Held J an. 27

Development

Governors State University is
hosting its third annual Dis
ability Awareness Day Wednes
day, Jan. 27.
The day long program in the
Hall of Governors will feature a
puppet show, dancers and a
variety of exhibitors.
Ruth Shuman, founder and
director of the M issionary
Vision for Special Ministries,
will present a puppet show that
reinforces the message that
people have special abilities,
despite
their
disabilities.
Presentations will be from 1 1
a.m. to 3 :30 p.m. Shuman, who
has been blind since birth,
works at dispelling the myths
and misconceptions about the
handicapped.
At noon, the ESP (Extra Spe
cial People) Dancers will enter
tain.
An exercise program
through Dance Connection in
Northwest Indiana evolved into
the ESP Dancers, a troupe of 26
handicapped adults who enter
tain throughout the Chicago

area .

The
South
Metropolitan
Association's (SMA) Center for
Adaptive Programming (CAP)
will be showcased at 1 p.m.
Exhibits will give information
on computer adaptive devices,
library

reference,

physical,

"The Making o f a Poem" will
be the subject of a Jan. 27 pro
gram
at
Governors
State
University
by
Dr.
Bruce
Guernsey.
The free "Distinguished Lec
ture Series" presentation at 1 1
a.m. is in the Sherman M usic
Recital Hall at GSU.
Dr. Guernsey will explain
bow a poem evolves. He
provides handouts to par
ticipants and discusses the chan
ges the poet made through three

drafts.
Although this program is
delivered as a lecture, Dr.
Guernsey will accept input,
commentary
and
questions
during the presentation.
Dr. Guernsey, a professor of
English at Eastern Illinois
University, was recently named
the
Board
of
Governors
Universities'
't>istinguished
Professor of the Year" for 1 992.
He was recognized for his
abilities in the classroom;
academic excellence both at
Eastern Illinois and other
universities as well as his
Fulbright Scholar work; and his
outside interests including lec
turing on the poetry of Abraham
Lincoln.
The outstanding professor has
been at EIU since 1978 and has

visual, bearing, mental and
health impairments, learnin&
disabilities, emotionally dis
turbed/behavior
disordered.
Free blood pressure testing will
be done, and crafts by SMA's

received four Faculty Excel
lence Awards during hi tenure.

be dis

Greece, in spring 1 99 1 , and a

played.
This program is sponsored by
the GSU Student Life Division,
the Student Life Advisory
Council-Special Events Com
mittee,
and
the
South
Metropolitan Association Cen
ter for Adaptive Programming .
For additional information,
call Rita Nagy in the Student
Life Division at (708) 5344554.

Fulbright Senior Lecturer in
American Literature at the
University of Oporto, Portugal,
for the 1983-84 academic year.
Dr. G uernsey received his
bachelor's degree from Colgate
University,
a
master's
in
English from the University of
Virginia and a master's degree
in creative writing from The
Johns Hopkins University, and

CAP

Program

will

For Advertising info
and rate cards, call

(708) 534-451 7.

If the stress, anxiety and ten
sions of a job search are catch
ing up with you, talk to
counselors at Governors State
University's free counseling
service. Professionals in train
ing help clients discover the
answers to job satisfaction, job
searches and the best employ
ment opportunities. The GSU
student counselors meet with
clients for four to six 50-minute
sessions. Topics can range from
previous job experience to
education and training, likes and
dislikes. Counselors also can
offer tips on resume writing and
job searches. They can work
with a client on retirement plan
ning, or they can help a client
analyze the job market for back
to-school options. Each of the
counselors is a graduate student
who has had GSU course work
that gives a foundation for the
counseling session. And each
student works in conjunction
with a professo r. For further
information on this counseling
service, call the GSU counsel

�COME APPEAR W11H�
ONE OF THE BIGGEST
STARS AROUND
ANSWER THE
CASTING
CALL
OF THE
�LD!
AUDITIONS &
INTERVIEWS

And some of the sta� here are even bigger - in
talenl! At BuloCh Garden� you'll find a team of
truly oubtanding singoo, dancoo, mu�icians,

SUnday, Februaly 7, 9am-6pm

comic actors and variety performers. Even our
technical peMnnel are first rate. Be part of a
team that's big on talent. and an a�phere
that's seriOU� shO\\ bus111ess, but a lot oi fun.

The Palmer House
1 7 East Monroe Street, Chicago

$

Singers

------

lr.\

Prepare a musical selection 111 your most comfortable range. Be prepared to present a second
selection ol a dlfterent �tyle and tempo should it be requested. Bring sheet musiC or instrumental
background ca�sene in �oor best ley. Accompanist and cassette recorder provided. Singoo should
be prepared to dance.

Dancers

rogram Helps
ould-Be Business

Arrtve Ill appropriate dance clothe\ at 1 1 :00 a m. or 3:30 p.m. and we'll provide the choreography.
�hould you be uruble to
at these tune�. come prepared w 1th a choreographed dance rout1ne
1nd1CaUveof your most profiCient styles. You may also be a ked for a second style demonstrating )OUr
wrsatthty. Bring apprupnate �hoes and any props reqwed for your SjleclltC dance styles. Accom
panist and cas�ne recorder provided. Dancoo should be prep;�red to mg.

Don't be overwhelmed by all
at goes into starting a busi

Prep;�re a st'lection on �our lll(ht protlcient instrument Bnng duubles (if any) and be prep;�red to play
them 1f reqlll'led
l
You may be asked to �ight-read aod play a vartety of chord prQilrt'>Sion� and'or
\Cales. o tn>lrumenh or amphhers are supplted at the aud1t1011 s1te. OW SEEkl 'G BRASS &
WI 0 INSTRUME T PlA\'ERS WITH MARCHI G ABILITY.

ing hotline at (708) 534-4545.

ess. The staff at the Small Busi-

While at EIU, Dr. Guernsey
has been a Fulbright Professor
of American Poetry at Aristotle
University in Thessaloniki,

a doctorate from the University
of New Hampshire.
For information on his lec
ture, call the GSU College of
Arts and Sciences at (708) 5344101.
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au?t!ion

Musicians

Comic Actors

Have a 1-2 m111ute comic monologue prep.1red. wh1di involves big phy�Kality and characterizatton.
lmprOVI'>Jhons may be requested. Ethnic dialech are helpful and may also be requested.
_

Variety Performers

Magtc1an�. Jugglt�. Mimes and .V.Ore. Prepare a short routine demon;trating )OUr talenh
stroll1ng street �rformer Gtve us your best three minutes.

as

a

Technical Personnel

Applicanb for sound operators. lighltng and follow shot operators. stage ha� and stage managoo
should bnng a typed resume of related technical experience and tM lette� of recommendahon. A
personal interv1ew w1ll be conducted at the loCheduled lite.

Seamstresses & Dressers

Bnng a typed resume of related costume experience. Of particular interest � ab1hty in panern
drafttng. f1nmg. ta1lortng. altera11011� and costume con�ruction.

includes
For more information, or to
gister, contact the Small Busi
ess Development Center at
708) 534-4929.

FAJ{ (708) 534-8953

Videoconference Explores Multicultural
Businesses
How workers play a major role in the profitable outcomes of their employers will be outlined in the
Jan. 27 Governors State University videoconference "How Business Can Gain the Competitive Edge
in a Multicultural Environment. "
This 9 : 30 a. m. to 1 p.m. program will help participants learn to recognize the obstacles that keep
people and organizations from gaining a competitive edge, including racism, sexism, technocentrism,
language and cultural roadblocks.
Japanese and European cultures and work ethics will be compared to the United States. Discussion
will focus on how Japan's isolationist culture will fare, the work of a united European community, and
the United States' melting pot success and future.
Panelists also will discuss adapting skills and strategies for increasing the contributions of all
employees to give the United States workforce a competitive edge.
Speakers will address how a multicultural workforce can improve work results. Examples will be
given from real-life situations, and experts will discuss ways to give the American workforce the
competitive edge.
The national videoconference panelists representing consulting groups and major industries will
outline human resource issues, managing diversity and improved organizational performance, and
research on workplace issues.
The Governors State University College of Business and Public Administration has organized a panel
of local business representatives who will address specific issues.
Registration and lunch are offered on a complimentary basis. Participants must register by Jan. 22.
For more information, call the GSU Office of Conferences/Workshops and Weekend College at (708)
534-4099 .

New

1-57

Off

Ramp Opens
UNIVERSITYPARK-Thei�
linois Department of Transpor
tation has opened a new exit
ramp on Interstate 57 at Sauk
Trail in Richton Park.
Motorists travelling north or
southbound on 1-57 now have
full access to Sauk Trial, while
vehicles on Sauk Trail have full

access to I-57.
The project was slated for Fall
1992 completion, but inclement
weather delayed the opening
until mid December. Additional
lanes have been added between
Sauk Trail and Cicero Avenue,
and new traffic signals have
been installed at subdivision
entrances and the entryway to
Rich South High School.
GSU commuters who normal
ly exit at Lincoln Highway
(U.S. 30) can avoid Lincoln
Mall traffic congestion and the
EJIE Railroad crossing by exit
ing at Sauk Trail (exit 339).
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support and encouragement ts to
me.
Thank you, Dr. David Mat
teson. Your concern and advice
adds to my confidence and
recovery. I can't thank you
enough.
Thank you, Professor Eli
Segal and Dr. Anna Kong: my
respectable teachers. Your care
will always be part of my

Native

Thank you, Dr. Ami Wang. I
know you are always there
whenever I need you. You have
transmitted God's love as you
always do.
Thank you, Ramesh and Vargbese for your kindness and
consolation.
I especially thank all my
Chinese friends at GSU: Jing;

American

Available

Workshop

23, and 30, and Feb. 6, 1 3 and
20. The fee is $ 1 50.
"Hypercard for the Mac" of
fers instruction on creating in
novative
graphics,
computer-assisted instruction,
tutorials and more. Sessions are
from 1 to 4 p . m. Saturdays, Jan.

Professors
Jeanne;
Ming;
Wong, Wei and Zhao; Weishi;
Qi Ying and Ye Ji Qing.
Without you, I would feel much

further from home.
Finally, I'd like to show my
greatest respect and love to a
wonderful lady who helped me 16 and 23. The fee is $ 1 1 5 .
through i t all - Gloria Cbu. "PCDOS " isrecommended for
whose patience and care are students already using spread
sheets, databases and other
endless.
software packages. The course
I know I could make this list
longer. There are people who
prayed for me quietly. There are
others whose names I've failed
to remember. (Pardon me,

is offered from 4 to 8 p.m.
Fridays, Jan. 22, 29 and Feb. S.
There is a $ 1 1 5 fee.
creating,
in
Instruction

probably it's due to my head

saving, printing and editing
documents is included in the
Introduction"
'WordPerfect
DOS version class. It meets

injury! )
It was a disaster to experience
this accident, at this time, so far
away from home. Yet, I feel
lucky to receive the warmth and
friendship of my wonderful
friends at GSU. You made this
a special Christmas for me -a
Christmas of love and caring.
The world surely becomes
brighter when someone cares
enough to give a little to those
who are suffering. The people
at GSU have made my world
brighter and make this univer
sity a special place. I'm proud

Ostenburg Resigns From GSU

Courses

Governors State University is
offering six computer courses
on its campus in January.
Beginners instruction is available through "Introduction to the
Macintosh" meeting from 1 to S
p.m. Saturday, Jan. 30. There
is a $50 fee.
to
Personal
1ntroduction
word
Computers" includes
processing, spreadsheet and
database creation and graphic
design. The sessions meet from
9 a.m. to noon Saturdays, Jan.

strength.

January 21, 1993

from 9 a . m. to 4 : 30 p. m.
Fridays, Jan. 22 and 29. The fee
is $ 195.

UNIVERSITYPARK-Theis
Native
surrounding
sues
forced eviction
Americans'
from their lands will be the topic
of a weekend workshop at
Governors State University.
"Native American Removal 
Development of an Attitude"
will be discussed by Potawatomi
Indian Jerry W. Lewis and GSU
Professor Paul Schranz during
the Jan. 29 and 30 workshop
meeting from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
both days.
Professor Schranz will outline
bow even Pope Nicholas V got
involved in the conflict. Stu
dents will study bow Euro
toward
attitudes
American
Native Americans and Indian
in
reflected
were
rights
newspapers of the 1 800s, the
U . S . government's role in pre
removal and removal allotment
schemes. The Cherokee concept
of" Atsi Nahsa'i" and the Judea
Christian concept of slavery and
of primogeniture and white
European culture also will be
discussed.
The fee for this course is $75
for noncredit. Tuition is $ 1 52
for undergraduates and $ 1 56 for
graduates. For further informa
tion, call the GSU Office of
and
Conferences/Worksbops
Weekend College at (708) 534-

4099.

GOOD CLEAN FUN

prove both the funding and
quality of education in Illinois,
I think it would be inappropriate
for me to be taking a salary from
a state educational institution, "
he explained.

he will be sworn in as a member
of the Illinois 88th General As
sembly. "While I am overjoyed
at the new opportunities I will
face, I am saddened to leave the
university and the several good
friends I have made during the
past eight years , " Ostenburg
said in his resignation letter to
Dr. William H. Dodd , vice
president of development and
public affairs. " I look forward to
many more years of working on
behalf of the
and
university
of
cause
the
education in our
state, albeit in a
com
context
pletely different
from those in
have
I
which
labored in the
past," be said.
joining
Before
the GSU staff,
O s t e n b u r g
served six years
___._.. as director of
community rela
tions and execu
tive director of
College
the
at
Foundation
Ostenburg
Prairie State Col
He prelege.
viously held the
post of director of alumni affairs
at Lewis University for five
years. Ostenburg has been a
part-time instructor in com
munications and English while
at Governors State. He taught
at
visual
communications

Ostenburg said he submitted
his resignation on Dec. 1 but it
will not be effective until noon
on Jan. 1 3 , the precise time that

Prairie State and journalism at
both PSC and Lewis. He had
earlier taught at both elementary
and secondary levels.

served as GSU's director of
university relations since 1984,
said during his campaign for the
80th House District seat that be
would resign from his university
post if elected. "Even though
state law would permit me to
hold
both
positions, and
even though
legis
most
lators main
their
tain
r e g u l a r
employment
in addition to
serving in the
as
general
sembly,
I
believe it is
important for
me to avoid
even the ap
pearance of a
conflict of in
terest, " Os
tenburg said.
'Because of
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Jane S. Hu

S tate Rep. John

the commit
ment I have
made to work
for effective legislation to im

I 6/V& Lift
VICTDR. Wll'rr
PIP ove
Sfl?A/6Hr W/ll"fe
� 91'1 70
711& OTHt:R OZ.

ANP NOW-

to be a part of this family.
From the bottom of my heart:
Thank you GSU, I love you!

PARK FOREST -state
Rep.-Elect John A. Ostenburg
has made good on his first cam
paign pledge by resigning from
the staff at Governors State
University. Ostenburg, who has

H VM OR . . .
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one week. You pay nothing.
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Wanted

Ca oel<. Center

0 Ti mberline Dr ive
e mont, I llinois 60439
'08-257- 3636
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pus. Call Sharon at 1 -800-5922 1 2 1 extension 1 26.
ALL
ALLING
CLUBS/GROUPS
$ EARN SERIOUS MONEY $
Your fraternity, sorority or other
campus group can easily earn
$400 PLUS BIG BONUSES in

about :

•

Cfa��ifiE.d
elfduE. 'ttU.ing

anted: female to share 2
apartment in
Homewood area. Please call

Wbedroom
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0,.

(708) 799-5773.

